


Elisa is an i l lustrator and designer l iving in 
Kansas City,  MO.  

Lover of the loud and chaotic,  she blends 
these elements to achieve the wild and bold 
aesthetic of 80’s fashion and pop culture in 
her work while also throwing in collage and 
textured layers.

She has a passion for action fl icks,  f izzy 
soda, and 
cartoons from any decade. 

Clients include Sprint,  Mills Record Company, 

Likewise Magazine, + more.



WEBSITE//  elisacox.com
EMAIL //  elisacdraws@gmail.com
INSTAGRAM//  @cchazzzy
BLOG//  byinsects.tumblr.com
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issue one: joint forces

Likewise Magazine is a publication founded 
and designed by Kansas City based designer 
Sara Garrison. In Issue One of Likewise, the 
magazine focuses on a theme of 
collaboration, and when presented with 
brainstorming on my part with Likewise, I knew 
I wanted to team up with someone to create 
work for the issue.

My collaborator on this project was Gabrielle 
Flores, a Kansas City based artist and close 
friend. We were given the task to create a tote 
bag exclusive for the release of Issue One of 
Likewise Magazine. On the tote bags, the 
emphasis on color, chaos, and organic 
shapes were apparent. We traditionally 
designed the bags with drawings and collage 
and manipulated the piece digitally, 
concluding with a 4 color screenprinted tote 
bag, and an edition of 100 bags. 

The release party was a joint force with Anna 
VanGheem’s fashion show, The More 
Crooked Our Teeth Get. Along with the 
creation of bags, the collaboration went even 
further. Gabrielle and I included a 
collaborative effort on dress designs for the 
release party to compliment the tote bags, 
and styled the look accordingly. The display 
for the tote bags at the release party is 
designed and built by Kylie McConnell.

Lastly, the collaboration went as far as a piece 
in the magazine itself, where I designed a 
planter with loud colors and striking surface 
design. The planter was included in a 
photoshoot styled by Sara Garrison and 
photographed by Nelson Pereira.
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Work published in the magazine itself.
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Pick up a copy in my online store
(elisacox.storenvy.com) or at any of 
these locations:

Printed Matter | New York, NY

Desert Island | Brooklyn, NY 

Ooga Booga | Los Angeles, CA

Revolution Records | Kansas City, MO

Sex + Ice Cream | Kansas City, MO

Quimby’s | Chicago, IL

Atomic Books | Baltimore, MD

Flotsam Books | Tokyo, Japan

Colette | Paris, France

Floating World Comics | Portland, OR

Draw Down Books | Online

Gallery Commune | Online

Club Nightclub is a limited edition collab zine by 
Leanna Perry, Elisa Cox, and Eddie Perrote.

64 pages, edition of 300, released on March 1st, 
2017.

Drenched in flames, barbed wire, and diamond 
chains; the pages of Club Nightclub are fueled 
by a lust for excess. Deep house raves, forbidden 
romance, and black lipstick blunts meet harsh 
graphic landscapes, complex hand lettering and 
obsessively 
detailed illustrated patterns. A tribute to LA-goth, 
Club Nightclub is a cross-examination of 
contemporary Soundcloud rap, Brooklyn’s 
underground electronic club music scene, and 
luxury fashion textiles.
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Various handmade and 
hand-painted items created in 
2016 and early 2017.
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Cassette packaging design for 
Roachblunt’s Tobacco Use Only, 
released through Puddlejumper Distro.
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